Coordinated Land Use and Transportation Planning Task Force

Wednesday, April 21, 2021 | 2:00 - 4:00 PM
Zoom Meeting

ABOUT THE TASK FORCE

A quarterly forum for North Texas local governments to discuss best practices around coordinating land use and transportation plans, policies, and projects. The goal of the task force is to provide information sharing and best practices from across the Dallas-Fort Worth region. Each quarter will feature a regional focus topic in addition to local planning updates on a variety of projects.

APRIL FOCUS: IMPACT OF INFILL DEVELOPMENT ON TRANSPORTATION

What does infill development look like under a transportation lens? Hear examples from three different communities on how their cities are driving change through small to large scale infill development. This task force meeting will explore the land use plans, tools, and processes leading to infill developments supporting more efficient transportation systems with opportunity for shorter trips and more multi-modal communities.

Featured Projects:

Downtown Projects
City of Farmers Branch

Lakeside DFW:
Town of Flower Mound

Midtown Pattern Zoning:
City of Bryan

Visit WWW.NCTCOG.ORG/LUTTF for more information